As Eviction, Cost of Living, and Homeless Death Rate Rise...

How Much Longer...

...Will the community tolerate endless money going to “a pathway to housing” end up being “pathway-ed” back to the street?

... Will endless police raids continue to disgrace our community with sweeps that regularly shove along disabled, sick & older locals, destroying their property & shelter?

... Will City Council violate the law, the Constitution, the Geneva Conventions, and the UN Charter by destroying homeless shelter, and communities?

... Will taxpayers fund the city’s corruption and criminality as it pretends to be “helping” while actually trying to exhaust & run the majority of homeless out of town?

...Will caring people denounce ethnic cleansing in Israel and Gaza and ignore social cleansing of the visible poor from our streets to make way for wealthy developments?

...Will we fund poverty pimpery and greedy grant-grabbing by funding services like Housing Matters ignoring the safety & needs of the many outside since 2015?

... Will we wait for students and embattled minorities to lead the charge against the basic visible long-standing injustice that scars our community?

...Will renters ignore the future that awaits the many and tolerate the shadow of profiteering eviction falling every more heavily on Santa Cruz driving locals out of town?

....Will we believe status quo nonsense blaming individual “fault” (addiction, mental illness, bad behavior) than the obvious housing shortage and income inequality?

Answer these questions with action proposals and bring them to HUFF (Homeless United for Friendship & Freedom) every Thursday 1:30-3:30 PM at the Sub Rosa Café 703 Pacific next to the Bike Church.
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